Twitter Policy & Disclaimer

The information provided by the Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation on Twitter @MTDNRCFIRE is provided to the public for convenience purposes only. The Department has made reasonable efforts to ensure that the information on Twitter @MTDNRCFIRE is current, complete, and accurate. However, the Department does not warrant or represent that the information contained on this site is current, complete, and accurate.

Twitter @MTDNRCFIRE does not provide information on all wildfires burning in Montana. Additional information regarding Montana wildfires may be obtained from the USDA Forest Service, US Bureau of Land Management, Montana Department of Natural Resource and Conservation, or your local county offices.

Information related to public safety (including evacuation notices and road closures resulting from wildfires) is the responsibility of the local Sheriff’s Office and/or Disaster & Emergency Services staff in the county where the wildfire is located. Although Twitter @MTDNRCFIRE may provide public safety information when available, contact the Sheriff’s Office and/or Disaster & Emergency Services staff in the county where the wildfire is located for up-to-date public safety information.

The Department assumes no responsibility or liability for any damages incurred as a consequence, directly or indirectly, of the use and application information provided by the Department on Twitter @MTDNRCFIRE.

Comments, direct messages, replies, tweets, and retweets are not considered legal, official, or formal communications with the Department or State of Montana for any purpose. The Department will not respond to comments, direct messages, replies, tweets, and retweets. There is no reasonable expectation of privacy in comments, direct messages, replies, tweets, and retweets.

Comments, direct messages, replies, tweets, and retweets may be retained as public documents and may be disclosed pursuant to public records requests. Comments, replies, tweets, or retweets posted by users of this site do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the Department or its employees. The Department does not endorse the organizations sponsoring linked websites, advertisements for products or services, or users who comment, reply, tweet, or retweet information provided on this site.

For information regarding the general terms of use and privacy policy for Twitter visit https://twitter.com.